ABSTRACT

TITLE OF THE WORK

System of the common assessment of study results of the full-time students at VO FTVS UK.

DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

Currently there is need to evaluate results of students across the grades at VO FTVS UK. Results of students are not processed as systematically as they could be. This system could bring benefits to VO FTVS UK and also to its students.

MAIN GOALS

The main goal of the bachelors’s work is creating of a common assessing system for VO FTVS UK students and simultaneously building of a transparent system for dividing extra monetary resources.

PLAN OF PROCESSING

To obtain necessary data for common assessing system we will have to build and distribute forms to selected group of students. Before creating the common assessing system we had to prepare its concept. The results of the forms are included in the common assessing system which is created in the last phase of the study. Completed system will have to be tested to eliminate bugs.
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